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The True Cost of “Cheap” Seafood: An Analysis of Environmental and Human Exploitation in the Seafood Industry

By Tiffany T.V. Duong*

Introduction

When we sit down to a fancy seafood1 dinner and order sizzling Thai shrimp or grilled Hawaiian swordfish, we don’t realize our meal comes with a side of slavery: it’s quite likely that foreign fishermen working in slave-like conditions caught the cheap seafood on our plates.2 Environmental destruction and forced labor are negative externalities in many fisheries worldwide, with abuses largely ignored in the pursuit of catching more fish from an emptier sea.

This comment explores how global overfishing and resource exploitation have created a situation ripe for environmental and human rights abuses. Section 1 examines rising seafood consumption to highlight how overfishing has led to resource exploitation and collapse of the majority of global fish stocks. Section 2 discusses how increased demand for cheap seafood, coupled with a shortage of fish in the sea, encourages suppliers to abuse the environment and their labor pool in order to keep catching enough fish. Sections 3 and 4 examine legal loopholes that have allowed forced labor to taint the seafood being served in American restaurants, grocery stores, and homes. They describe when and how those loopholes have been closed or, if they remain open, how we might work to close them. Finally, Section 5 concludes that overfishing and human rights abuses are inextricably linked and must be addressed together.

* Tiffany T.V. Duong, J.D. 2010, University of Pennsylvania Law School. The author is an environmental writer and an Advocacy Associate at Turtle Island Restoration Network (“TIRN”), a marine conservation and advocacy group. She thanks her mom, Nhan, Toni, Kris, and Vinh for their unending support of her endeavors to save our planet.

1. The author uses “seafood” and “fish” interchangeably throughout the comment.

Fish as Food

Seafood has long been a significant part of the world diet. Today, the skyrocketing demand for and dwindling supply of fish create a context in which consumers are desperate for more fish faster. Fishermen would oblige, but there’s just one problem: there aren’t enough fish in the sea.

Seafood as a “Healthy” Alternative Food Source

Current health trends promote fish as a healthy alternative to red meat. In the United States, “[t]he American Heart Association recommends eating fish at least two times a week” for heart health. Additionally, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (“USDA”) dietary guidelines for Americans, the “cornerstone of Federal nutrition policy and nutrition education activities,” tout seafood as a healthy food source for Americans in federal and state policies, education, and reports. Consequently, seafood consumption in the United States has increased over the years.

This large appetite for seafood is not unique to the United States. The United Nation’s Food and Agriculture Organization (“FAO”) reports that global fish consumption has risen over the last four decades, with “[w]orld apparent per capita fish consumption . . . increasing steadily, from an average of 9.9 kg in the 1960s to 11.5 kg in the 1970s, 12.5 kg in the 1980s, 14.4 kg in the 1990s and reaching 16.4


5. Id. (describing two servings a week as desirable and more for those with coronary artery disease) (internal parentheticals omitted).


kg in 2005.”9 The FAO recorded “[w]orld per capita fish supply [at] a new record high of 20 kg in 2014,”10 and most recently, above 20 kg in 2016.11

**Overfishing: Fish Stocks Cannot Meet Global Demands**

The increasing demand for fish has resulted in expanded fishing practices globally.12 This expansion, coupled with technological advances, should be producing record catches. This is not the reality, and, “despite becoming more efficient and being heavily subsidized, many fishing fleets are reporting lower and lower yields.”13 The reason is simple: “[o]verfishing is happening all over the world”14 and “the ocean is running out of fish.”15

Global catches were at an all-time high in the mid-1990s,16 but these “very high catches . . . achieved globally in the 1990s were probably not sustainable.”17 The most recent FAO report available finds that “[t]he world’s marine fisheries expanded continuously to a production peak of 86.4 million tonnes in 1996 but

---


12. *See generally FAO 2008, supra note 9, and FAO 2016, supra note 10, for discussions of global fishing practices.*


15. *Andrei, supra note 13.*

16. *See generally Daniel Pauly & Dirk Zeller, Catch Reconstructions Reveal That Global Marine Fisheries Catches Are Higher Than Reported and Declining*, NATURE COMMUNICATIONS (Jan. 19, 2016), at Figure 3 and accompanying text, https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms10244.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q25P-NLVA] [hereinafter Reconstruction] (depicting reconstructed and reported catches by FAO areas around the globe).

17. *Id. at 5.*
have since exhibited a general declining trend.”

A 2016 catch reconstruction study proposes instead that global catches actually peaked in 1996 at 130 million tonnes and have “declined more strongly since.” The study concludes that the FAO data set “may considerably underestimate actual fisheries catch” and that more accurate estimates of global fisheries shows an even more dire depletion of fish stocks.

Some governmental agencies have suggested that aquaculture can bridge the increasing gap between low fish supplies and soaring demands in the present and future. In fact, in its latest report, the FAO suggests that aquaculture is the solution to feeding the planet’s expected nine billion people by 2050. There’s a central issue with this proffered solution—aquaculture uses wild fish as meal for the farmed fish. Additionally, aquaculture is often ill-managed, creating, inter alia, seafood with parasites or diseases, pollution from farms, and invasive foreign species. The solution of aquaculture is not a Hail Mary that will provide food when our oceans run out of fish.

So, wild-caught or farmed, we still won’t have enough fish to meet global demands. The situation is critical: “if the world keeps fishing at its current pace, there will be no more fish left to eat by 2048. This is largely because “the planet’s fishing fleet is two to three times larger than the oceans can support, and . . . 85 percent of the world’s fisheries are either fully exploited or overexploited, depleted, or recovering from depletion.”

---

18. FAO 2016, supra note 10, at 38 (finding that the world’s marine fisheries are overfished, resulting in lower production).


20. Id. (“We find that reconstructed global catches between 1950 and 2010 were 50% higher than data reported to FAO suggest, and are declining more strongly since catches peaked in the 1990s.”). Accord generally Daniel Pauly & Dirk Zeller, Comments on FAOs State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture (SOFIA 2016), 77 MARINE POL. 176-81 (2017), available at https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308597X16305516?via%3Dihub [https://perma.cc/7R67-DYEX] [hereinafter Comments on FAOs] (raising concerns about why the FAO data ignores “well-documented” reconstruction data).

21. See generally FAO 2016, supra note 10 (discussing aquaculture’s role in providing fish as food).

22. FAO 2016, supra note 10, at 22, 70 (claiming that aquaculture produced more fish for food than capture methods). Cf. Comments on FAOs, supra note 20, at 180 (critiquing the FAO’s inclusion of fish intended as fishmeal for farmed fish in their estimates of fish being used as “food supply”).

23. FAO 2016, supra note 10, at 6 (“Fishmeal and fish oil are still considered the most nutritious and digestible ingredients for farmed fish feeds.”).


Overfishing as a Driver of Environmental and Labor Exploitation

Fisheries around the world are being challenged to synthesize these opposing market forces of increasing demand and dwindling, overfished supplies. Unfortunately, some fleets accomplish this by cutting costs through environmental and labor exploitation.

Basic Economics and Externalities—Why Are We Still Fishing?

As fish stocks continue to decline, fishing boats need to go further out to sea for longer periods of time to keep finding fish. Longer cycles at sea cost owners more in fixed costs like fuel and maintenance. And while fishermen work harder, they catch fewer fish. Basic economics teaches us that these two supply chain influences—higher costs and scarce natural resources—should lead to an increase in the price of seafood and/or less suppliers willing to supply seafood at the same quantity and price. The following paragraphs will explore how artificial price ceilings are instead keeping prices low and creating negative externalities in the seafood market.

There are some instances where these supply-and-demand basics appear (at first) to have proven true. Tuna, for instance, is prized around the world. As stocks of tuna dwindle, demand continues to skyrocket. The most expensive fish ever


sold was a large bluefin tuna, which sold in Japan in 2013 for almost $1.8 million. However, even this record-breaking fish did not follow true supply-demand pricing and valuations. The restaurateur who purchased the tuna paid about $176 per sushi piece but sold the fish “at his restaurant chain’s regular prices, which are much lower.” One agency reported that the prized sushi could sell for only “up to $24” a piece. Suppliers of prized fish often do not pass the true supply cost of the fish along to their patrons, who would likely refuse to pay those high prices for seafood. These customers, then, do not get an accurate sense of the true cost of the fish, one that takes into account all of the costs associated with labor, environmental stewardship, and resource availability. Seafood subsidies cause the same imbalance, “contribut[ing] to overcapacity and overfishing, as well as illegal, unreported, and unregulated (“IUU”) fishing.” False price ceilings that create unrealistic and unsustainable prices for seafood ignore these negative externalities. Consumers operate under a false sense of abundance and continue demanding more cheap fish. Restauranteurs are then pressured to keep selling fish for too cheap, and seafood suppliers have to find other ways to cut their costs, like through labor and environmental exploitation. The true cost of fish is much higher than consumers will pay, and fish stocks and fishermen are taking the hit.

Cutting Costs Through Environmental Exploitation

When consumers demand cheap seafood, suppliers “[prioritize] price at the expense of labor” and environmental degradation. The connection is clear—“extended [fishing] trips increase industry costs, such as fuel and labor, and incentivize illegal operations as a way to make a profit.” The main environmental harms are overfishing and IUU fishing practices, which remain “one of the greatest

---

31. Id.
32. Id.
36. *See, e.g.*, Sutton and Siciliano, supra note 26 (discussing how depleted near-shore stocks compel fishermen to go further out to keep catching fish).
37. Id.
threats to marine ecosystems due to [their] potent ability to undermine national and regional efforts to manage fisheries sustainably as well as endeavors to conserve marine biodiversity.”38

**Cutting Costs Through Human Exploitation**

Vessel owners also employ another illegal, cost-cutting endeavor that is much more insidious: labor exploitation. In fact, “[a]s the appetite for cheap fish worldwide grows, so does the demand for men who are paid little or nothing to catch it.”39

Between 2015 and 2016, the Associated Press (“AP”) investigated modern-day slavery in the global seafood industry.40 Burmese fishermen held as slaves on Thai fishing boats in Indonesian waters testified to the AP about horrid conditions:

[C]aptains on their fishing boats forced them to drink unclean water and work 20 to 22-hour shifts with no days off. Almost all said they were kicked, whipped with toxic stingray tails or otherwise beaten if they complained or tried to rest. They were paid little or nothing, as they hauled in heavy nets with squid, shrimp, snapper, grouper and other fish.41

Fishermen who asked to stop working and/or go home were “locked up.”42 Many reported having “boat leaders” assigned as enforcers, who intimidated and beat up fishermen who weren’t working fast enough.43 These amoral conditions “[fall] under the U.S. government’s definition of slavery, which includes forcing people to keep working even if they once signed up for the jobs, or trafficking them into situations where they are exploited.”44


42. *Id.*


44. *AP—Slaves*, supra note 41 (quoting Kendra Krieder, a State Department analyst focusing on supply chains: “These situations would be called modern slavery by any measure.”); *id.*
Human trafficking is a second example of abuse in the seafood industry. According to the International Labor Organization (“ILO”), human trafficking includes three core elements: (1) “action” or “activities” such as recruitment, transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons, (2) “means” of trafficking such as deception, force, coercion, or abuse of power or position of vulnerability, and (3) “purpose” for exploitation. The fishermen are often kidnapped or transported illegally across national borders, often using falsified documents, threats of violence, actual violence, and exploitation of vulnerabilities. They are sold to fishing ships and seafood processing factories for the purpose of being exploited for their labor. Some fishermen become victims of trafficking by way of labor brokers. These brokers promise easy, lucrative employment to lure vulnerable, migrant men to work. Thus, the fishermen falling prey to these schemes can be considered victims of human trafficking under the accepted international ILO framework.

Forced labor is a third seafood slavery abuse. As the AP reports note, the conditions in which the victims of slavery and human trafficking are forced to work are often squalid. The blurry line between migrant workers who willingly work for low wages in poor conditions and those who are victims of forced labor hinges on the ILO definition of forced labor. This definition—“all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily”—analyzes how workers end up in poor conditions. The “menace of penalty” implies subjection to coercion, and “[in]voluntariness” refers to work people would not otherwise accept. Fishermen report threats and actual abuses, withholding of food, medical and mental health treatments, and protection, and use of “enforcers” to extract faster work from them.

45. See Sylwester, supra note 28, at 426 (examining the ILO definition of trafficking).
46. See An AP Investigation, supra note 40 and accompanying text (outlining multiple examples of slavery, trafficking and forced labor within the global seafood industry).
47. Id.
48. See, e.g., Sylwester, supra note 28, at 424 (discussing labor brokers who lie to fishermen, promising good work in factories); accord AP—Slaves, supra note 41 (interviewing a former broker who describes illegal and “ruthless” means used to procure fishermen for vessels).
49. See, e.g., id. and accompanying text; see also note 42, and accompanying text; accord Sylwester, supra note 28, at 423–24 (introducing the abuses the some Myanmarese fishermen faced in Thailand).
50. See id. at 425 (distinguishing between poor working conditions and forced labor).
52. Sylwester, supra note 28, at 425 (making the case for the fishing victims to be characterized as forced labor victims).
These “menaces of penalty” and actual penalties, in addition to repeated pleas to stop working and be returned to their homes, make the case that many of these fishermen are indeed forced labor victims and not just migrant fishermen working in poor conditions. Furthermore, after being trafficked, fishermen are often forced to continue to work because of debt-bondage, excessive fees due to brokers, withholding of fees, and other indicators of forced labor. Basically, labor brokers recruit and sell migrants to vessels for a price per individual, promising good employment and withholding travel documents, migrant registration cards, and work permits as collateral. Fishermen must pay off their purchase price before being paid wages; they will not be paid for several months or years.

The Thai fishing fleet is a “hotbed for labor trafficking” due to “high demand for Thai fish products and labor shortages in the fishing industry.” In fact, “[p]ervasive human trafficking has helped turn Thailand into one of the world’s biggest shrimp providers.” Conditions in Thai shrimp-peeling factories are among the worst. There, the AP investigation found “horrific” conditions like “[a] woman eight months pregnant miscarried on the shed floor and was forced to keep peeling for four days while hemorrhaging” and “an unconscious toddler . . . was refused medical care after falling about 12 feet onto a concrete floor.” The investigation also uncovered men being held captive in cages on a remote island in Indonesia between shifts on Thai fishing boats. Sadly, “modern-day slavery is often just part of doing business in Thailand’s seafood export capital.”

Because the same market forces operating in Thailand, like overfishing and demand for cheap labor, exist in most other fisheries, “unfree labour and labour


54. See, e.g., AP—Slaves, supra note 41 (“All I did was tell my captain I couldn’t take it anymore, that I wanted to go home. . . . The next time we docked . . . I was locked up.”).


56. Id.

57. Id. at 423.


59. Id.

60. See AP—Slaves, supra note 41 (telling the story of slaves held in cages on Benjina, Indonesia).

61. AP—Thai Shrimp, supra note 58.
abuses in fisheries can be found around the world."62 The United States Department of State publishes an annual “Trafficking in Persons” report, analyzing trafficking across all countries. The 2017 report found indications of labor trafficking in the fishing industries of forty-five different countries.63 For instance, “a Cambodian man was recruited to work as a translator on a [Marshallese] ship, but upon boarding the vessel, was subjected to forced labor as a fisherman” and ordered to pay the captain $4,000 for his freedom.64 While he escaped and was repatriated, he never received back payment for his salary.65 Similarly, in Papua New Guinea, “Vietnamese, Burmese, Cambodian, and local men and boys are subjected to forced labor on fishing vessels; they face little to no pay, harsh working conditions, and debt bondage, and many are compelled to fish illegally, making them vulnerable to arrest."66 Also, New Zealand’s fisheries have been:

“marred by frequent reports of severe exploitation occurring aboard foreign chartered vessels (FCVs) licensed to fish in its Exclusive Economic Zone . . . The foreign crews, mostly from Indonesia but also Myanmar and Vietnam, cited a range of abuses including: injury, lengthy shifts, non-payment of wages, verbal, physical, and psychological abuse, and even death.”67

Out of Sight, Out of Mind–Why the Fishing Industry Has Gotten Away With Exploitation For So Long

Many ask how these abuses can so easily persist in our seafood supply chains. The answer is simple—boats at sea, and the men on them, are hard to keep track of, let alone regulate. This has three main implications for foreign fishermen suffering abusive work conditions: (1) distance from authorities, (2) deceptive documentation, and (3) access to recourse.


63. See generally Id. Notably, the report does not include the U.S. as a country in which there are fishing-related trafficking indications. Id. at 415–20.

64. Id. at 274 (analyzing cases of labor trafficking in the Marshall Islands).

65. Id.

66. Id. at 319–20 (analyzing cases of labor trafficking in Papua New Guinea).

67. MacFarlane, supra note 62, at 96 (analyzing the extent of labor exploitation in New Zealand’s fishing industry).
As overfishing pushes boats further out into the seas, these boats are “seldom even glimpsed, let alone governed.”\(^{68}\) The nature of the work means that ships rarely return to port, quickly offloading their catch before leaving again for months if not years.\(^{69}\) This limited docking time near land leaves “little scope for regulatory oversight or inspection by . . . authorities, decreasing the risk of punishment to traffickers.”\(^{70}\) This also means that “boat captains have greater latitude to abuse workers because of the time and distance vessels spend away from shore.”\(^{71}\)

At sea, “[l]aws are few and hardly enforced.”\(^{72}\) If authorities can access victims, many are reluctant to do so.\(^{73}\) Worse, an AP investigation showed that “[Thai] immigration officials themselves are involved in labor trafficking, either through aiding labor brokers or by functioning as traffickers themselves.”\(^{74}\) The Thai Navy was even accused of transporting detainees from official facilities to fishing vessels without their consent.\(^{75}\)

To further complicate enforcement attempts, when foreign fishermen are illegally trafficked onto boats, some are given false identities and nationalities. The AP investigation uncovered false identity documents and graves with “fake Thai names given to [the victims] when they were tricked or sold onto their ships, forever covering up evidence of their captors’ abuse.”\(^{76}\) This deception hides illegal trafficking and aids in moving the fishermen into waters where they should not be fishing: “[i]llegal workers are given false documents, because Thai boats cannot hire undocumented crew.”\(^{77}\) As an additional disguise, boats conduct “disappearing acts” that can “start with a bucket of paint.” Escaped slaves detail how they nail new names and tracking numbers onto their prison-ships, hoisting different country flags depending on where they were fishing.\(^{78}\)

Finally, in the same way those authorities cannot access the fishermen to help, so too, many fishermen do not have access to resources to help themselves.

\(^{68}\). \textit{AP—Papua}, supra note 39 (“Hiding is easy in the world’s broad oceans.”).

\(^{69}\). \textit{See Sylwester, supra note 28, at 440.}

\(^{70}\). \textit{Id.} (internal quotation marks omitted).

\(^{71}\). \textit{Id.}

\(^{72}\). \textit{AP—Papua, supra note 39.}

\(^{73}\). \textit{See, e.g., AP—Thai Shrimp, supra note 58 (“The [trafficking] problem is fueled by corruption and complicity among police and authorities.”).}

\(^{74}\). \textit{See, e.g., Sylwester, supra note 28, at 436; accord AP—Thai Shrimp, supra note 58 (“Former slaves repeatedly described how police took them into custody and then sold them to agents who trafficked them again into the seafood industry.”).}

\(^{75}\). \textit{Id.}

\(^{76}\). \textit{See, e.g., AP—Slaves, supra note 41.}

\(^{77}\). \textit{Id.}

\(^{78}\). \textit{AP—Papua, supra note 39} (describing how some captains repaint and renumber their boats and keep as many as four different country flags in their hulls).
Because of this, victims are unaware of and cannot access protective mechanisms and aid because their vessels fish far away from shore.79

**Slavery on U.S. Dinner Tables – Slipping Through the Loopholes**

It is easy for the United States to externalize the issue of seafood slaves as an exotic, foreign harm that does not implicate the clam chowder, shrimp po’boys, and sushi we enjoy in the United States. However, we are not guilt free; the seafood we enjoy is also tainted by environmental harms and forced labor. This section and section 4, *infra*, highlight the legal loopholes that allow slavery to exist in our foreign and domestic seafood supply chains, and explore ways to close those loopholes.

**Imported Fish Enter Through the “Consumptive Demand” Loophole**

The Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act80 was enacted in 1930 as a protectionist trade policy, raising tariffs on over 20,000 imported goods.81 Section 1307 of the Act bars goods produced or manufactured even in part by convict, forced, or indentured labor from “entry at any of the ports of the United States, and the importation thereof is hereby prohibited. . . .”82 As originally written, this seemingly positive prohibition was immediately followed by a loophole that allowed slave-caught fish into the American marketplace despite passage of the tariffs: “but in no case shall such provisions be applicable to goods, wares, articles or merchandise so mined, produced, or manufactured which are not mined, produced, or manufactured in such quantities in the United States as to meet the consumptive demands of the United States.”83 Essentially, if we wanted something and could not make enough domestically to meet demand, we could then import such goods even if they were made with slave labor. This “consumptive demand loophole” in the Tariff Act nullified the power of the legislation, and was a central reason that the ban on slave-made products was rarely enforced.

Thailand again is perhaps the best example for how the consumptive demand loophole has been used to feed America’s insatiable appetite for cheap seafood.84

---


82. 19 U.S.C. § 1307 (1932) (amended by the Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act, H.R. 664, 114th Cong. § 910 (2016)).

83. *Id.*

NOAA estimates that the United States imports over eighty percent of the seafood Americans consume.85 For shrimp, that percentage climbs to ninety percent,86 with Americans consuming an astronomical 1.3 billion pounds of shrimp every year.87 There is no way that domestic shrimp production, last measured to be 300 million pounds in 2004, can keep up with this insatiable demand.88 Thus, using the consumptive demand loophole, the United States imported billions of pounds of shrimp annually from places like Thailand despite evidence of human rights abuses in their fishing industries.89 Thailand exploits the environment and cheap labor to dominate the global shrimp market, and the United States’ taste for shrimp allowed slave-caught, slave-peeled “Thai shrimp [to] slip[] right through [the consumptive demand] loophole.”90 It is important to note that Thailand is not the only source of slave-caught seafood in the United States, and that shrimp is not the only tainted seafood we eat.91

### Closing the Consumptive Demand Loophole on Foreign Seafood

In February 2016, President Obama signed the Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2015 (“TFTFA”),92 formally closing the consumptive demand loophole. The Act eliminated the exception under the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act and allowed for stiffer enforcement of Customs and Border Patrol’s (“CBP”) authority to seize shipments suspected of being tainted with forced labor.93 However, even with this legislative victory, enforcement remains difficult. CBP cannot initiate investigations of suspected imports and must first receive a petition showing “reasonably but not conclusively” that imports were made at least in part

---


86. See AP–Thai Shrimp, supra note 58 (estimating that nearly 90% of shrimp in the U.S. is imported).

87. Id. (calling shrimp “the most-loved seafood in the U.S. and citing statistics).


89. See, e.g., discussion supra Sections 2(c) and 2(d) of this article.

90. AP–Thai Shrimp, supra note 58.

91. Id. (“The State Department’s annual anti-trafficking reports have tied [tainted] seafood to 55 countries on six continents, including major suppliers to the U.S.”).


with forced labor. Additionally, even when businesses, agencies, and concerned individuals file petitions, it is “hard, if not impossible, to prove fish in a particular container is tainted, because different batches generally mix together at processing plants.” Nevertheless, the closing of the loophole is an important first step, and has already had some positive impact in non-seafood sectors. In the first four months after the elimination of the loophole, CBP issued three withhold release orders stopping imports of suspected goods. In contrast, in the eighty-six years the loophole existed, CBP issued only thirty-nine orders. The TFTFA also requires CBP to submit annual forced labor reports to the U.S. Congress for review, which will “undoubtedly place additional pressure on CBP to display active trade enforcement in the forced labor arena.” These collective efforts are slowly working to close the consumptive demand loophole in reality instead of just on paper.

**Domestic Fisheries – a More Challenging Loophole to Close**

A closer look at the domestic Hawaiian longline fishery also uncovers evidence of forced labor. This time, the loophole is less clear-cut, and, therefore, harder to address. This section analyzes how overlapping state and federal loopholes have allowed the waters around the paradise islands to become a prison for some foreign fishermen trapped on American-flagged fishing boats, and explores various solutions on how to close these loopholes.

**Citizenship Loopholes in Federal Law: Crew Nationality Loophole**

Federal law requires that seventy-five percent of crew on U.S. commercial fishing vessels be citizens of the United States. Years ago, Hawaiian lawmakers added a loophole for Hawaii’s commercial fishermen, allowing them to crew their

94. *Id.*

95. *AP–Thai Despite Law,* supra note 84 (“You can’t expect a Customs guy at the border to know that a can of salmon caught on the high seas was brought in by a slave.”) (*internal citations omitted*); accord *AP–Thai Shrimp,* supra note 58 (describing elaborate efforts AP reporters used to trace slave-peeled shrimp to U.S. supply chains and implying that it would be impossible for reporters to research all suspected shipments coming in).


97. *Id.*

98. *Id.* (describing potential challenges and obstacles for businesses under the TFTFA).

99. 46 U.S.C. § 8103(b)(1). The statute requires “unlicensed seamen” to be citizens of the U.S., permanent residents, or a foreign national enrolled in the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. There is an exception that was put into the federal code for fishing vessels fishing exclusively for highly migratory species (including swordfish and tuna) from the citizenship requirement for unlicensed seamen.
vessels with cheaper migrant crews.\textsuperscript{100} Hawaiian commercial fishing boat owners are exempted from these “federal rules enforced almost everywhere else” if they fish for highly migratory species (such as the swordfish and tuna targeted by the Hawaiian fishing fleets).\textsuperscript{101} This fleet employs (and potentially exploits) about 700 foreign fishermen, some of whom work for as little as $.70 per hour/$5,000 for a full year.\textsuperscript{102} By contrast, American deckhands can average $28,000 for just a few months’ work.\textsuperscript{103} The math is clear: “the [foreign] fishermen are a bargain: bait and ice can cost more than crew salaries.”\textsuperscript{104}

\textbf{State Fishing License Without Federal Immigration Status – a Legal Limbo}

The federal loophole allows the foreign fishermen to work on American-owned, American-flagged boats without visas, as long as they do not go on shore.\textsuperscript{105} CBP agents meet the fishermen at the docks and stamp “refused” on their landing permits, which voids the permits and bars them by law from setting foot on U.S. soil.\textsuperscript{106} The situation gets murky because the fishermen also need a state commercial fishing license to start working.\textsuperscript{107} To get that license, they must be “lawfully admitted” to the United States.\textsuperscript{108} The jurisdictional overlaps and loopholes create a legal limbo for these fishermen. They are allowed to fish under the federal law loophole, but they aren’t allowed in the country. And somehow, they still get their state fishing licenses, which require them to be “lawfully admitted” in the United States, despite having their landing permits refused. This “labor scheme has been in place for approximately two decades,” wherein these fishermen are issued state fishing licenses but rejected landing privileges.\textsuperscript{109}

\textsuperscript{100}. See, e.g., \textit{AP–Hawaiian Seafood, supra} note 2 (“[I]nfluential lawmakers, including the late Hawaii Sen. Dan Inouye, pushed for a loophole to support one of the state’s biggest industries.”).

\textsuperscript{101}. \textit{Id.} (discussing the crew citizenship loophole that Hawaiian fishing vessels take advantage of); see also, 46 U.S.C. § 8103 (b)(1)(B)(2)(B) (listing the exception for “a fishing vessel fishing exclusively for highly migratory species[].”)

\textsuperscript{102}. \textit{AP–Hawaiian Seafood, supra} note 2.

\textsuperscript{103}. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{104}. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{105}. Martha Mendoza, et al., \textit{Hawaiian Lawmakers Promise Reform for Confined Fishermen}, \textit{Associated Press} (Sept. 19, 2016), https://www.apnews.com/4c1f4af89db740cab9798a5fb401430d [https://perma.cc/WN7R-3R3N] [hereinafter \textit{AP – Hawaii Reform}].


\textsuperscript{107}. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{108}. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{109}. S.B. 152 Relating to Commercial Marine Licenses: Legislative Testimony on S.B. 152 Before the S. Comm. on Water and Land and International Affairs and the Arts, 28th
As state and federal agencies attempt to explain the situation from their point of view, the confusion grows. Federal U.S. Customs has commented that a “refused” landing permit means the fishermen “can’t even enter the U.S. temporarily.” Nevertheless, the State of Hawaii’s Department of Land and Natural Resources (“DLRN”), which issues the state fishing licenses, accepts the refused landing permits as proof that the fishermen are “lawfully admitted” to the country and “continue[s] issuing fishing licenses to the foreign workers despite the fact that Customs says the men are not lawfully admitted.”

So, the men fish and dock, but are confined to their ships—“floating prisons”—or the very immediate, guarded pier area. The foreign fishermen are stuck in this no man’s land—or ocean rather—in a “state of extended deportation.” The 1259s are deportation documents CBP issues to foreigners “without legal presence.” Fishermen are prohibited from going beyond a very restricted, guarded section of docks and are required to be “detained on board for the entire duration of their stay at the piers.” They remain in this “extended deportation” limbo for the entirety of their fishing contracts.

There is additional confusion surrounding who exercises jurisdiction over these foreign fishermen. While CBP meets fishermen at the docks, they and “other federal and local government agencies and law enforcement claim they lack jurisdiction to further an investigation into wage and labor abuses, human smuggling, and human trafficking.” The State of Hawaii Labor Department, by comparison, avoids intervening by claiming that “the workers fall under federal, not state, jurisdiction.” Basically, no one wants to claim responsibility over the sticky issue of guaranteeing that these foreign workers are not being exploited or abused. It’s a “black hole of governance,” and while everyone enjoys the fish they bring in, no one wants to make sure they are working in livable conditions and being paid adequately to catch that fish. It is a situation ripe for human rights abuses, including, inter alia, lack of “access to justice, access to proper medical care, labor representation and protections, and housing, among other basic necessities.”
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Signs of Labor Abuse in the Domestic Fishery

While the fishing industry sponsored a Rapid Assessment survey to explore forced labor or human trafficking and found none, the AP reported instances of human trafficking as well as slave-like conditions, such as “men living in squalor on some boats, forced to use buckets instead of toilets, suffering running sores from bed bugs and sometimes lacking sufficient food.” Labor brokers recruit most of the migrant fishermen to work on the Hawaii longliners. Vessel owners pay about $10,000 for one crew person, who then might be required to sign a contract requiring part of their salary or passport to be withheld until they complete their contract, to promise to replace themselves if they break their contract, or to agree to be fined up to a year’s salary for absconding. These instances border very close to debt bondage and trafficking.

As long as the federal loophole exists and the jurisdictional responsibility over the fishermen remains murky, the potential for abuse remains very high. It is clear that the United States is not immune to this form of modern-day slavery.

Closing the Citizenship Loopholes on Domestic Landed Seafood

These loopholes sustain Hawaii’s huge and powerful commercial fishing industry. In fact, many in the industry claim that any regulations limiting foreign crew “would be crippling to the Hawaii longline fishing industry that has not been able to fill crew positions with U.S. citizens for many years.” However, this is precisely the issue—the wages and work conditions are so bad that others will not do the work. The following section analyzes how to eliminate loopholes and evaluates various other avenues of recourse, their relative successes, and their limitations.

Direct Legislative Action—Close the Loopholes

In trying to close the loopholes, it makes sense to start with the legislation that created them. Unfortunately, even slight modifications to the federal loopholes have been met with strong resistance from the commercial fishing industry. For example, a bill that would have required fishermen to come in person to the Department of Land and Natural Resources (“DLNR”) to receive
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commercial fishing permits died in committee.126 Because the bill would have required commercial marine applicants to appear in front of DLNR in person, DLNR essentially would have been prohibited from issuing or renewing commercial marine licenses to alien crewmembers (thereby preventing forced labor situations).127 A second bill, called the Sustainable Fishing Workforce Protection Act, aims to authorize temporary entry into the U.S. of alien crewmen working on Hawaii’s longliners by issuing them nonimmigrant work visas to promote oversight, enforcement of labor laws, and recourse.128 While it is still alive, it is estimated to have a five percent chance of enactment.129 U.S. Customs has similarly suggested issuing the fishermen “temporary permits” allowing them to enter the United States, similar to the kind used by cruise ship employees and foreign flight attendants, but concluded that the idea would be “administratively cumbersome.”130 These suggested actions attempt to bring the foreign fishermen out of the loopholes they have slipped into, into more traditional arenas where oversight, regulation, and enforcement of standards would be easier to manage.

Set Standards for Basic Rights and Conditions on Fishing Vessels

As direct closing of the loophole seems unlikely, the next step would be to guarantee basic labor and human rights protections and decent working conditions to foreign fishermen despite their being in legal limbo. The ILO Work in Fishing Convention addresses forced labor in fishing industries worldwide, setting out baseline fundamental labor and human rights that must be protected in fishing work.131 It enshrines some of the basic tenants of the ILO Forced Labor Convention: “fishing crew possess the same universal rights as any other to work

127. See, e.g. Legislative Testimony, supra note 109, at 1 (describing the process by which DLNR would, under the bill, be permitted to issue or renew commercial marine licenses).
129. Id. (stating the official status of the bill as introduced and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, but estimating a low chance of passage); accord Legislative Testimony, supra note 1109, at 30 (advocating for a new work visa for foreign fishermen recruited to work in the U.S. longline industry).
voluntarily, freely and without penalty or menace, and to be paid as agreed.”132 It sets minimum requirements for work on board including hours of rest, food, minimum age and repatriation.133 As of the date of this comment, the United States had not ratified the Work in Fishing Convention.134 If the United States does so, additional veins of accountability would open up to hold the United States accountable.

Some groups and individuals want to tackle abuse at its source—labor brokers. The Environmental Justice Foundation lists regulation of unregulated brokers as one if its four calls to action to combat seafood slavery and illegal fishing.135 Similarly, some have called on the State of Hawaii DLNR to stop selling commercial fishing licenses in bulk to private agents who then provide the licenses to illegal alien crewmembers.136

Practitioners have also turned to international law as a potential solution. In July 2017, Turtle Island Restoration Network (“TIRN”) and other concerned organizations filed a complaint with the Inter-American Human Rights Commission (“IAHCR”), asking the panel to determine the responsibility of the United States for human rights abuses against migrant workers in the Hawaii longline fishing fleet.137 As of the date of this comment, the IAHCR acknowledged receipt of the petition and listed it as “under study.”138 No further communications have been received.

Internationally, we can follow the example of other countries. In March 2017, Jakarta, Indonesia hosted the first International Conference on Human Rights Protection in the Fishing Industry and announced that it intended to banish slavery from its fishing industry.139 It plans to do so by creating a human rights
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certification process wherein corporations will be “certified to fish” if they can prove no slavery exists in their supply chains; without this certification, corporations and vessels cannot obtain a license to operate in the Indonesian fisheries industry.\textsuperscript{140} At the conference there was much international discussion surrounding the economic benefits of “certified” slave-free fish. Several other nations, NGOs, and interested groups took the opportunity to discuss how to begin regulating their domestic fishing industries.\textsuperscript{141}

Individual Recourse for Victims

As legislative reform and international recourse appear somewhat stagnant, some are seeking judicial recourse and help for individual victims. In a recent case, two Indonesian fishermen from the Hawaii longline fleet escaped when their boat docked in San Francisco and sued the vessel owner for human rights abuses and labor trafficking.\textsuperscript{142} The fishermen eventually settled the case with the vessel owner.\textsuperscript{143} While these two victims received some protections and legal recourse, their settlement “will not impact nearly 800 other foreign fishermen in Hawaii’s fleet who are banned from leaving boats when the vessels reach U.S. shores.”\textsuperscript{144} Other victims of trafficking confront this same challenge in bringing individual suits; individual actions “[fail] to deal with the economic, social, and legal conditions that create workers’ vulnerability to exploitation, [making it] ineffective in curbing human trafficking.”\textsuperscript{145} In fact, these victim-centered approaches “[leave] the rest of the traffickers and trafficked population unaffected.”\textsuperscript{146} Therein lies the main issue with individual judicial recourse—the abuse, for the vast majority, continues unfazed.

Fortunately, some countries are beginning to give aid to individual victims. Thailand established a Fishermen Centre to promote workers’ rights protection and legal assistance, and the United States is considering a similar center, specifically
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for male victims of trafficking, to receive medical, psychological, and legal aid.  

As mentioned supra, victim-centered approaches to enforcement and aid have the limitation of not changing the entire regime and providing recourse only to the individuals represented. Nevertheless, these are important steps in recognizing trafficking, holding guilty brokers and vessel owners responsible, and providing aid and resources to victims.

**Corporate Responsibility**

Corporate and consumer awareness and responsibility campaigns can also be leveraged to combat seafood slavery. While these avenues are not legally binding, they do provide important and potentially powerful opportunities for change.

Many consumers and smaller distributors recognize that “large corporations are the ones who act like the pope as far as sustainability and human rights, but then they go out and buy from the main culprits.” There are very few corporations looking deep into their supply chains to ensure that they are not guilty of these very practices they openly disavow. Nestle is an exception; in an “unusual” disclosure, the food corporation self-poled, discovered forced labor in its Thai suppliers, and committed publicly to detailed strategies and efforts to rid their products of “forced labor and human rights abuses.” Other companies wishing to do the same can utilize services to build social accountability into their supply chains in order to screen their products and resources for forced labor.

In contrast, most corporations are reluctant to exercise their power as customers of tainted supply chains. They “strongly condemn labor abuses and [vow] to take steps to prevent it,” but claim that if they stopped buying tainted
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seafood, then they would no longer be “in the conversation anymore about labor, [then they would not] have the ability to fix it. [They would not] have the ability to push for change.”\textsuperscript{152} Examples of corporate social responsibility and leadership are rare and need to become more common if we are to begin eradicating supply chains of this modern-day slavery.

**Consumer Responsibility**

Consumer-driven change also begins with awareness. New Jersey Congressman Chris Smith agrees: “All of us may find ourselves eating a slave made product without knowing it, but once we know it, we all have a moral obligation . . . to make a personal decision to boycott it.”\textsuperscript{153} For this reason, TIRN launched a boycott of unsustainably-caught swordfish.\textsuperscript{154} TIRN encourages boycott of all swordfish caught using drift-gillnets (which harm the environment through excessive bycatch) and longlines (due to bycatch and human rights abuses). The campaign focuses to educate consumers about the unintended, negative externalities related to the fish they purchase.

In the end, concerned consumers, corporations, countries, and NGOs need to inform themselves and demand better products. Websites for consumers like slaveryfootprint.org or seafoodslaveryrisk.org exist to help individual consumers assess the specific seafood they’re buying. It is important that if we find something ugly lurking, that we don’t buy it.

We may be required to change our consumption patterns and demand. The shrimp peeling industry came about because “[c]onsumers enjoy the convenience of dumping shrimp straight from freezer to skillet, the result of labor-intensive peeling and cleaning. Unable to keep up with demand, exporters get their supply from peeling sheds that are sometimes nothing more than crude garages adjacent to the boss’s house.”\textsuperscript{155} Furthermore, because consumers want this peeled shrimp for cheap, forced labor and slave-like conditions are easy ways to keep prices low. It is all supply and demand economics. Thus, American consumers can and should “speak through their wallets and tell companies: ‘We don’t want to buy things made with slavery.’”\textsuperscript{156} If we do not buy it, they will not make it. Because we helped bring it about, we can also help end it.
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Conclusion

Over-demand for cheap seafood creates a supply-chain impetus to abuse the system through resource exploitation and illegal manipulation of the labor force. This is the true, high environmental and human cost of cheap seafood: “[s]kyrocketing market demand puts both marine ecosystems and seafood industry workers under pressure, and the resulting environmental and human rights abuses, therefore, must be addressed in tandem.”157 Thus, “neither the complex causes of labor trafficking nor the regulations addressing it can be isolated from institutional recognition of overfishing . . . .”158 The resource exploitation of fish and the labor exploitation of fishermen catching them are intertwined, and solutions must address both sides of the issue.

The situation is dire: it “has reached the point . . . today, where if you took away that free or very cheap labour, many of [the fishing] vessels that are operating quite simply wouldn’t be economic anymore.”159 If these vessels require environmental and human exploitation to remain profitable, perhaps they should not be operating. We should be paying more for our fish and making sure that they are caught sustainably and without use of forced labor. Removing the demand for cheap seafood will reduce incentives for these illegal and harmful operations to continue fishing. It is only then that we can begin to address both the environmental and human rights abuses that have taken place.

Perhaps Hawaii Governor David Ige said it best: “Sometimes people fall in a loophole and they don’t get the full protections of labor laws that most of us enjoy,” but “that loophole doesn’t mean it’s ok to treat them like slaves.”160
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